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Solar System according to the Ancient Greeks
Geocentric model of Ptolemy



Solar system according to NASA
Heliocentric model of Copernicus





The scientific revolution
... and yet it moves ...





Orbits

All systems follow universal laws:

planets around the Sun

satellites around the Earth

Solar System around galactic centre

Stars around a supermassive black hole, etc.
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Kepler’s Laws of Planetary Motion

1609 – 1619: Johannes Kepler deduced three empirical
laws from the astronomical observations of Copernicus,
Galileo and Tycho Brahe.



Orbits of stars at centre of our galaxy



Kepler’s Laws of Planetary Motion
Kepler’s First Law
The orbit of each planet is an ellipse with the Sun at a focus.

http://www.astro.ucla.edu/˜ghezgroup/gc/

pictures/orbitsMovie.shtml
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Kepler’s Laws of Planetary Motion

Kepler’s Second Law
The line joining a planet to the Sun sweeps out equal
areas in equal intervals of time.



Newton’s laws
Kepler’s laws were empirical (deduced from data)

1687: In the Principia Mathematica, Newton showed
that Kepler’s laws are a mathematical consequence of
Newton’s laws of motion + gravitation
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Newton’s laws
Newton’s 2nd law of motion: F = mr̈
Newton’s law of gravitation:

F = −
GMm

r2 r̂

where G ≈ 6.67 × 10−11 N kg−2 m2 is Newton’s
gravitational constant.
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